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Expectations for the 
Next Month

• Expectations regarding the 

severity of the pandemic 

have been steadily 

improving

• For the second week in a 

row, optimism outweighed 

pessimism for only the 

second time since the 

pandemic began.



• Perception of the safety of 

travel activities has steadily 

improved since the first of 

the year

• Levels of safety are at the 

highest since the beginning 

of the pandemic

Perceived Safety of 
Travel Activities



Leisure Trips in 2021

• While travel is expected to be 
an improvement from last 
year, American travelers are 
still expected to take fewer 
trips than in 2019

• Travelers expect to take on 
average 2.8 trips in 2021



Traveler State of Mind

• Traveler state of mind 
continues to improve in 2021

• Nearly 60 percent of 
travelers indicate that they 
are ready to travel

• 20 percent of travelers say 
they need a lot more time to 
be ready to travel



Traveler Outlook

• There has been a noticeable 
increase in travelers who are 
marketable to travel 
inspiration since early 
December

• The travel outlook for those 
not ready to travel has also 
improved





STATEWIDE INITIATIVE

With 322 miles of ocean shoreline, vast mountain landscapes, hundreds of waterfalls, 41 state parks, 14 
national park service units, and countless urban spaces, we are a perfect fit for an outdoor ethic initiative.
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OUTDOOR NC PARTNER ALLIANCE
VISIT NC AND THE NORTH CAROLINA OUTDOOR 
RECREATION INDUSTRY OFFICE

Signed MOU with The Leave No Trace Center for Outdoor Ethics

First partnership of this level in the Southeast

• 25 years of cutting-edge education and research.
• LNT has long-time, existing relationships and MOUs with land 

management agencies and local governments
• Well respected as a thought leader in the outdoor industry



PARTNER ALLIANCE SHARING A CONSISTENT MESSAGE

CREATING A FOUNDATION OF SUPPORT BETWEEN TOURISM AND    
INDUSTRY PARTNERS

• Public Land Management Agencies, 
• Local Municipalities, 
• Economic Developers, 
• Outfitters, Guides and Camps,
• Outdoor Gear Manufacturers and Retailer,
• Greater Outdoor Recreation Industry
• And more…..



PARTNER SURVEY
THE PURPOSE OF THIS SURVEY WAS TO COLLECT DATA 
REGARDING:

1) Perceptions of current recreation trends and patterns in North Carolina
2) Perceptions of recreation-related impacts in North Carolina
3) Current techniques used to address these impacts
4) Goals for the development of a state-wide Leave No Trace program



FIVE MOST POPULAR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES IN NC



LISTENING SESSIONS–

FOUR SESSIONS BROKEN INTO REGIONS: COAST,  PIEDMONT, 
MOUNTAINS, and STATEWIDE

1. What outdoor-recreation related impacts the state’s Leave No Trace 
initiative should address.

2. How can we best help our partners  reach both in and out of state 
travelers with this important message. 



Resident Sentiment
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➢ Outdoor spaces are an 
important 
consideration for 
residents and those 
looking to relocate.

➢ Most think NC 
sustainability efforts 
are better than other 
states.

➢ Protecting indigenous 
wildlife, natural areas, 
habitats and species 
most important.



Resident Sentiment
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Resident Sentiment
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➢ 74% believe these 
protections are important 
for long term economic and 
environmental viability

➢ 68% believe our community 
values, unique identity and 
strong sense of place make 
NC a great state.  



Benefits Partnership Levels
Patron
$300

Steward 
$500

Advocate 
$1,000

Trailblazer 
$5,000

Outdoor NC logo for communications and educational efforts * * * *

Usage rights for the 7 NC Leave No Trace Principles to Form a Lasting Connection With Nature and supporting text * * * *

Outdoor NC website listing with business / organization name and website link * * * *

10% discount on educational materials and merchandise from the Leave No Trace store * * * *

Access to the Outdoor NC toolkit * * * *

Organization logo on Outdoor NC * * *

Discounts on Outdoor NC co-op marketing opportunities through Visit NC's Co-op Program * * *

Training workshop for your destination from the Leave No Trace Center team * *

Partner highlight across various platforms * *

One Outdoor NC-related post per quarter on one of Visit NC's social channels that incorporates partner messaging * *

Outdoor NC itinerary for your area * *

One Instagram Story Feature that spotlights the partner and ties back to Outdoor NC / outdoor adventure travel in North 
Carolina; each story will contain four slides and be live on Visit NC's Instagram for 24 hours

*

Logo recognition at Visit NC 365 and Outdoor Economy conferences *

Use the Leave No Trace Center's copyright language including the Seven Principles and associated messaging tailored to over 
15 different activities and 10 environments

*

Review of materials using the Leave No Trace Center's copyright language and intellectual property *

A la carte opportunities to be discussed and defined individually *

OUTDOOR NC ALLIANCE BENEFITS



Outdoor NC Pledge
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I vow to make it my nature …

• To respect North Carolina's outdoor spaces and my fellow visitors.
• To learn and honor the cultural norms for the places I visit.
• To map my trip wisely, avoid times of peak visitation, and have Plan B in 

my pocket if the parking lot's full.
• To play it safe when it comes to waterfalls, rip tides and other forces 

beyond my control.
• To stick to established trails and avoid impacting pristine surfaces.
• To remove my own litter and my dog's doo, and to pitch in whenever I see 

trash.
• To avoid intruding on the lifestyle of bears, wild horses, salamanders and 

other creatures whose home I am visiting.
• To take pictures from the trail instead of souvenirs from nature.
• To treat everyone I encounter with patience and understanding in 

consideration of our shared joy in the outdoors.
• To take pride in what I learn, what I love and what I teach by example.



NC Specific 
Principles
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• PLAN AHEAD AND PREPARE

• STICK TO TRAILS AND OVERNIGHT RIGHT 

• TRASH YOUR TRASH   

• LEAVE IT AS YOU FIND IT   

• BE CAREFUL WITH FIRE

• KEEP WILDLIFE WILD

• SHARE OUR TRAILS



CREATIVE PLATFORM



MAKE IT YOUR NATURE
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We all want North Carolina’s outdoor spaces to be beautiful and pristine for generations to come, but to make 
that happen we have to own the impact we have on the environment around us. That’s why it’s up to each of 
us to learn the 7 principles of Leave No Trace and make it part of our nature.



VISIT NORTH CAROLINA
Outdoor NC: Make It Your Nature
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CAMPAIGN IDENTITY
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SOCIAL
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SOCIAL
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SOCIAL
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TRAVEL GUIDE AD
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OUTDOORNC.COM
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VIDEO
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zJE__zbfpI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zJE__zbfpI


Get Outdoors. 
Be Safe.  
Have Fun! 



QUESTIONS?



Wit Tuttell

VP, Visit NC

wit.tuttell@visitnc.com

919-447-7740

Heidi Walters

Director, Partner & Industry 
Relations

heidi.walters@visitnc.com

919-447-7762

Allison Schult

Director of Marketing

allison.schult@visitnc.com

919-447-7760

Amy Allison

Director, Outdoor Recreation 
Industry Office

amy.allison@edpnc.com

828-575-7920

partners.visitnc.com


